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Diversified Development
2.Follow the steps of the university’s development and the SPROUT project, we strengthen
the feature and connection of departments, institute and centers. Combine the art pieces
and academic achievement from both of the grand history and globalized diverse present, we
offer professional and interdisciplinary art courses.
3.Continue the restoration of University’s collection and operation of the NTNU Art Bank,
we offer different kinds of high quality art spaces with modern facilities for all of the brilliant
exhibitions.
4.With multi professional and interdisciplinary programs, which includes, Digital Tech Art, Relics
restoration and Art Industry, we develop students mind for coming future.

Global Cooperation and Vision
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Music

To broadly recruit foreign students, we offer couple of joint seminars and workshops in English,
benefit foreign students with credits and improve local student’s command of English. These
courses welcome students of NTU Triangle Alliance (NTU, NTNU, and NTUST), too.
Global view, employability and learning capacity are what we have, together we create synergy.
We putting efforts on international academic agreements, study trips, international exchange
exhibition, master’s workshop, and encouraging students’ participation of domestic and foreign
competition, by which we broad and strengthen their mind and mobility to the world at the same
time internationalize the College of Arts locally.

International Studies and Social Sciences

1.Keep up with the national cultural policy to develop art talents favored by the job market.

Sports and Recreation

The first and foremost professional art school of the country, College of Art, NTNU
is known for its traditional legacy and innovated vision for art education. Being
the cradle to generations of art masters, educator, theorists and talented designer,
College of Arts committed itself to strengthen the visual application with creativity and
develop interdisciplinary art talents. The top notch faculty from the fields of industry,
education, and research of art, and students being recognized by the domestic and
foreign competitions and job market, endow College of Arts international academic
reputation. The social responsibility is what we care about, too, in every March to June we
hold NTNU Art Festival, which immerses the campus and community in the atmosphere
of art, and shows the achievement of art creation and talent development.

Technology and Engineering

Features
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